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The Return of Great Power Competition—It is Real!!

• For the first time since the 

1940s we face with China and 

Russia two capable adversaries 

with impressive home field 

advantages that can contest us 

in all domains

• Ukraine the first large-scale war 

between two modern state 

militaries since the 1973 Arab-

Israeli War

• Offers a key opportunity for a 

rigorous Army assessment of 

its current programs for large-

scale combat operations—if we 

let it

1940s Now

China and Russia give us the components of a clear military problem that 

must be solved: a place, an adversary, and an adversary’s capabilities
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But Other Problems Will Persist: Different Adversaries—

In Different Places and With Different Capabilities

Non-State Irregular

• Organization: Not well-trained; 

little formal discipline; cellular 

structure; small formations  

(squads)

• Weapons: Small arms, RPGs, 

mortars, short-range rockets

• Command and Control: Cell 

phones; runners; decentralized                

State-Sponsored Hybrid

• Organization: Moderately-

trained; disciplined; moderate-

sized formations  (up to 

battalion)

• Weapons: Same as irregular, 

but with stand-off capabilities 

(ATGMs, MANPADs, longer-

range rockets)

• Command and Control: 

Multiple means; decentralized                  

State

• Organization: Hierarchical; 

brigade or larger-sized 

formations

• Weapons: Sophisticated air 

defenses; ballistic missiles; 

conventional ground forces; 

special operating forces; air 

forces; navies; some with 

nuclear weapons

• Command and Control: All 

means; generally centralized

• Mujahideen (Afghanistan 1979)

• PLO West Bank 

• Al-Qaeda in Iraq 

• Taliban Afghanistan 

• Violent Extremist Organizations

• Mujahideen (Afghanistan (1988)

• Hezbollah Lebanon 

• Hamas Gaza 

• ISIS 

• Ukrainian Separatists 

• China

• Russia 

• North Korea

• Iran

The difficult challenge of balancing readiness and 

modernization—and for what problem?
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Questions That This War Help Us Understand About Ourselves

• Are Indications and Warning “Sufficient”?—

the Return of Geography to Military Planning

• What if state vs. state wars are not short and 

decisive with low casualties?

• What are the implications of larger than 

currently expected casualties in large-scale 

combat operations?

• Terrain still matters; is the Army equipped to 

operate in environments similar to Ukraine?

• What is the role of the tank on the battlefields 

of the future?

• What to do about drones?

• What weapons are illegal in war?/What rules 

of engagement are appropriate in state 

warfare?

• What are the implications of electronic 

signatures: personal communications and 

headquarters signature?

• How does the DOD avoid bias in “learning” 

the lessons from the war?

• How does the DOD avoid bias in “learning” 

the lessons from the war?
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Are Indications and Warning “Sufficient”?

The Return of Geography to Military Planning

Pacific Distances

• China to Taiwan: 81-110 miles

• Guam to Taiwan: 1,711 miles

• Hawaii to Taiwan: 5,105 miles

• Fort Lewis to Taiwan: 6,138 miles

Distances

• Russia to Baltics: 0 miles

• Fort Bragg to Poland: 4,724miles

• For Hood to Poland: 5,593 miles

We are a CONUS-based, expeditionary military

This made sense after the Cold War—does it still?
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• Scale and relatively small number of forces likely cause 

protraction—no quick Russian win; now a war of attrition with the 

Russians doing what they do

• Quality of adversary really matters; Ukrainian military not the 

Iraqis

• Many implications in protracted conflicts:

– Depth of magazines

– Trade-offs for quantity vs. quality: the precision dilemma

• Excalibur 155-mm costs $176,000 per round; 

• Conventional 155-mm projectiles range from $300-

$100—Opportunity cost of 1 Excalibur is 176-586 

conventional projectiles

– Moribund industrial base, used to “just in time”—not 

replacing large numbers of losses

– Hand-made airplanes; not mass production 

What if State Vs. State Wars are Not Short and Decisive?

Length has significant political implications:

• Maintaining public support

• Sustaining alliances (NATO particularly challenging)

• Justifying protracted expense at the opportunity cost of other priorities

F-35 full-rate production now—

3 per week

WW II: F6F Hellcat fighter production 

118 per week; average over 1,100 

combat aircraft per week for 300,000
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• Western populations—and their militaries—have become 

to expect low casualties and immediate medical care for 

wounded

• Aero-Medevac at point of wounding potentially impossible, 

given air defense environment

• “Golden Hour” and extraordinary “Force Protection” 

measures have been possible since the Vietnam War—not 

necessarily so in In large-scale combat operations

• “Force Preservation” and “Reconstitution” the 

imperatives

• Current medical structure will quickly collapse with a 

modest number of casualties—pre-OEF/OIF RAND Study 

for Army Medical Department (at: 

https://www.rand.org/pubs/monographs/MG416.html) 

• Can we sustain mid-to-high-losses and stay in the fight in 

a protracted war? Politically?

What Are the Implications of Larger Than Currently Expected 

Numbers of Casualties in Large-scale Combat Operations?

• This is a HUGE issue—within the military and among policy-makers and citizens

• Requires extensive cultural and training preparation

• Medical structure, capabilities, and norms need a comprehensive review

https://www.rand.org/pubs/monographs/MG416.html
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• Eastern Europe is not Iraq or Fort 

Hood—M1 tank weight (79 tons/90 

tons with mine plow) limits mobility 

in Eastern Europe

• Civilian bridging a challenge; assault 

bridging inadequate or limited as are 

HETs

• Wheeled vehicles even more 

problematic: Stryker has nearly twice 

the ground pressure of an Abrams

• The iron triangle of combat vehicles 

is immutable

Terrain Still Matters: Is the Army Equipped to Operate in 

Environments Similar to Ukraine?

• Where is the Army willing to take risk—IEDs are not a threat in large-scale combat 

operations that should drive design

• Mobility sufficient to execute combined arms maneuver in varying terrain is a must
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• Obits on tanks coming out of Nagorno-

Karabakh and Ukraine

• Two main threats: ATGMs and drones

• Question is not is the tank obsolete

• Rather, the first order questions should be: 

– Is there a requirement for mobile, 

survivable, lethality on future battlefields?

– If there is, what is the best means to 

provide the capability

• Are there solutions, as in the past, where a 

combination of technical and tactical 

improvements keeps the tank viable, e.g., 

extend active protection? Suppression and 

combined arms?

What is The Role of the Tank on Future Battlefields?

See article: “The Tank is Dead: 

Long Live the Javelin, the 

Switchblade, the . . . “ at: 

https://warontherocks.com/2022/0

4/the-tank-is-dead-long-live-the-

javelin-the-switchblade-the/.

Ukraine

Sadr City, Iraq

“Tanks are like dinner jackets. You don’t need them 

very often, but when you do, nothing else will do.” 

Major General Kathryn Toohey
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• Becoming ubiquitous on the battlefield

• Range from weaponized hobby shop toys used by ISIS 

to long-range weapons (Predator, Reaper)

• Not just UAS, but loitering munitions (Switchblade, 

Phoenix Ghost)

• Weaponized attack may have a technical solution, e.g., 

improved trophy, directed energy, EW

• Great potential for intelligence, surveillance, 

reconnaissance (ISR); precise target geolocation; 

communications relays, jamming, and . . . 

• Challenge is numbers and who can get them

– Relatively cheap; do not need an air force 

(Nagorno-Karabakh)

– No need for pilots—less training burden, no risk 

of casualties/POWs

– Numbers and low observability—“swarm or not” 

will challenge defenses and require deep 

magazines of . . . ?

What About Drones?
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• Operations in Ukraine show high 

risks posed by air defenses—

significant Russian and Ukrainian 

losses, both rotary- and fixed-wing

• Can technical and/or tactical 

changes make Army aviation viable 

in operations inside air defense 

zones? 

• What missions are still practical?

• What concepts need to change?

• How would constraints affect other 

areas, e.g., MEDEVAC

Is Aviation, as Currently Employed, Survivable in 

State Warfare?
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• Despite reporting many weapons (thermobarics, 

white phosphorus, cluster munitions, mines, etc.) not 

illegal—unless used indiscriminately against civilians

• Against military targets more is often better and 

collateral damage is a benefit

– You got more than you thought you would

– You killed the radar and the launcher and their 

crews

• Large-scale combat operations require discipline in 

their execution, but the limitations and demands are 

different than what our military has become deeply 

conditioned to over the past twenty years

• Mass matters

• Requires cultural shift and training—and deep  

understanding the war you are in

What Weapons are Illegal in War?

What Rules of Engagement are Appropriate in State Warfare?
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What are the Implications of Electronic Signatures: Personal 

Communications and Headquarters Signature?

• Two challenges: Smartphones and other personal devices; 

headquarters signatures and size

– OPSEC issues

• Can be monitored for information

• Can be geolocated and targeted

– Managing the message: calls, photos, videos, etc. can be 

embarrassing and, cause “Abu Ghraib”-like scandals

• Headquarters signature, size, mobility, survivability 

– Ukraine and other conflicts show that if it can be found, it can 

be hit

– HQs have huge signatures, are hard to displace, and are 

generally in soft structures

• Personal devices ENORMOUS operational and cultural issue—soldiers and families 
have become accustomed to calls from the war zone 

• Headquarters have grown to accommodate emerging technologies—video displays 
and computers

• Getting better is likely not enough; must approach with the idea of completely closing 
vulnerabilities
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• Strong service biases in how to fight and win wars effect “learning” from “lessons”

– From the tactical to the strategic levels

– Often filters how events are viewed

– Consequently, skews lesson learning 

– Can result in implementing flawed concepts and buying the wrong capabilities

• When done right, analysis is rigorous with assumptions identified and tested

• Wargames, experiments, etc. must be designed to analyze concepts and capabilities—too 

often they are conducted to validate what has already been decided

• Must have participation from others with different lenses: “There is the right way, the wrong 

way, and my service’s way” does not cut it

• Current concepts and capabilities are prime candidates for analysis

How Does the DoD Avoid Bias in “Learning” the Lessons 

From the War?

• Ukraine gives the DoD the rare opportunity to see if what works in its current 

“theory” bears up in practice IF it is committed to asking hard questions. For the 

Army:

– “Given the events in Ukraine, would MDO have worked?”

– “How would the CFT capabilities the Army is pursuing have performed 

against the Russians—or against a competent defense?”
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“As always, Cavalry’s motto must remain:  
When better roller skates are made, 

Cavalry Horses will wear them.”
MG John K. Herr, Chief of Cavalry (1940)

U.S. cavalry Revolution in Military  Affairs:

Tractor trailer transported horse cavalry

MG Herr to Army Chief of Staff George Marshall, 1942:

“In the interest of National Defense in this crisis, I urge upon you the 

necessity of an immediate increase in horse cavalry.”

The Army Has Been Here Before: Change Is Hard When It 

Threatens Who We Believe We Are

Horse cavalry on maneuvers in 1941
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Can Ukraine Help the DoD and Army Prepare for the Future?

Even if it Challenges the Current Path?

Army After Next Graphic circa 1998

• Technologies (capabilities) rarely the most important factor—they are 

known to all—what is done with them is what matters

• The concept is what truly matters, and it must be measured against a 

specific place, a specific adversary, and that adversary’s capabilities
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What Happened While We Were Standing on the Hill

• Getting off the path is hard, even when you believe you probably should

• Of all these events, only the descent of Iraq into chaos resulted in a “crisis” 

sufficient to force fundamental change within the DoD

• Will Ukraine? Or will it “validate” that we are still on the correct path?

• Solving the Military Problem of place, adversary, and an adversary’s 

capabilities is the first step in getting on the right path to preparing for 

competition and conflict with China and Russia
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Questions? And Dave Johnson Recent Articles on Ukraine Observations


